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INTRODUCTION 
 
Mitochondria are of vital importance for survival: they 
are the cellular powerhouses, providing the necessary 
fuel for all biological processes, and carry out a wide 
range of other functions. It is therefore not surprising 
that severe deficiency of different mitochondrial 
proteins is associated with devastating consequences 
across species. Interestingly, it has been repeatedly 
shown that mild decrease in the expression or activity of 
the same mitochondrial proteins can lead instead to 

beneficial effects, such as increased resistance to stress, 
health improvement, and lifespan extension, in an 
evolutionarily conserved manner [1]. These provocative 
findings imply the existence of compensatory 
mitochondrial stress responses, or mitochondrial stress-
triggered signaling events, which could potentially be 
exploited for targeted disease treatments and anti-aging 
strategies. The nematode C. elegans is a pioneer model 
organism in the aging field, and all molecular 
mechanisms causally involved in mitochondrial stress 
control of longevity have been identified thanks to its 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Mild suppression of mitochondrial activity has beneficial effects across species. The nematode Caenorhabditis 
elegans is a versatile, genetically tractable model organism widely employed for aging studies, which has led to 
the identification of many of the known evolutionarily conserved mechanisms regulating lifespan. In C. elegans 
the pro-longevity effect of reducing mitochondrial function, for example by RNA interference, is only achieved 
if mitochondrial stress is applied during larval development. Surprisingly, a careful analysis of changes in 
mitochondrial functions resulting from such treatments during the developmental windows in which pro-
longevity signals are programmed has never been carried out. Thus, although the powerful C. elegans genetics 
have led to the identification of different molecular mechanisms causally involved in mitochondrial stress 
control of longevity, specific functional mitochondrial biomarkers indicative or predictive of lifespan remain to 
be identified. To fill this gap, we systematically characterized multiple mitochondrial functional parameters at 
an early developmental stage in animals that are long-lived due to mild knockdown of twelve different 
mitochondrial proteins and correlated these parameters with animals’ lifespan. We found that basal oxygen 
consumption rate and ATP-linked respiration positively correlate with lifespan extension and propose the 
testable hypothesis that the Bioenergetic Health Index can be used as a proxy to predict health-span outcomes. 
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powerful genetics. These include a handful of 
transcription factors, autophagy- and apoptosis-
regulatory genes, some kinases, as well as some 
mitochondrial metabolites and chromatin remodeling 
genes [2, 3]. This class of long-lived, stress resistant C. 
elegans mutants, the so-called mitochondrial mutants 
(Mit mutants), is defined by genetic or RNAi-mediated 
suppression of genes directly or indirectly implicated in 
the functionality of the Mitochondrial Respiratory 
Chain (MRC) [4, 5]. Different phenotypes that 
frequently accompany the lifespan extension of these 
Mit mutants include: changes in animal metabolism; the 
induction of protective and detoxifying systems (e.g., 
mtUPR, antioxidant, autophagy and apoptosis 
pathways); smaller germline associated with decreased 
but prolonged fertility; and reduced adult size [3, 6, 7]. 
Of note, lifespan extension in the Mit mutants is only 
achieved if mitochondrial stress is applied during larval 
development [6, 8], but the mechanism underlying this 
effect is unknown. Surprisingly, a careful analysis of 
mitochondrial function in the Mit mutants has not been 
carried out. Although a handful of publications 
investigated specific mitochondrial-related parameters 
(i.e., shape, volume, distribution, mitochondrial 
membrane potential, ROS production, mtUPR induction) 
in young adult C. elegans, no meaningful correlations 
with lifespan were found [9-12]. However, direct 
analysis of the primary function of mitochondria - 
oxygen consumption related to oxidative phos-
phorylation - has not been carried out. Most notably, 
because previous analyses have assessed these 
mitochondrial parameters only in the adult stage, 
changes occurring during early developmental larval 
stages, which could be relevant for lifespan extension, 
would have been missed. Therefore, in this report, we 
systematically characterized mitochondrial functional 
parameters in different long-lived RNAi-mediated Mit 
mutants during an early developmental stage in which 
the lifespan benefits are most likely programmed, and 
correlated them with animals’ lifespan. Interestingly, we 
found that basal Oxygen Consumption Rate (OCR) and 
ATP-linked OCR positively correlate with lifespan 
extension. Furthermore, we propose that the derived 
Bioenergetic Health Index can be used as a proxy to 
predict health-span outcomes (Figure 4, graphic 
abstract).  
 
RESULTS 
 
Mild mitochondrial stress through genetic or 
pharmacological interventions extends C. elegans 
lifespan, while severe mitochondrial dysfunction, as 
expected from a disease state, has deleterious 
consequences ranging from arrested development to 
shortening of lifespan [2, 3, 6, 12]. A screen performed 
in our laboratory in the past years to develop new C. 

elegans models for human mitochondrial-associated 
disorders (Maglioni et al., in preparation) further 
supported these earlier findings and led to the 
identification of different mitochondrial proteins whose 
severe RNAi-induced suppression caused detrimental 
phenotypes (i.e., arrested development, sterility or 
lethality) while extending lifespan upon mild RNAi 
suppression. Briefly, we screened 42 dsRNA clones 
selected to silence homologs of genes involved in 
human diseases for two generations, in search of genes 
whose suppression gave the characteristic phenotypic 
effects associated with different degrees of 
mitochondrial stress: a “mild” gene suppression causing 
slight decrease of size and slow development, and a 
“strong” gene suppression inducing sterility, 
developmental arrest, or lethality (Figure S1). Lifespan 
was subsequently measured for 25 clones that caused a 
mild decrease in growth, and for 11 of these we 
observed a significant extension of lifespan, ranging 
from 5 to 30% (Figure 1; Supplementary Table SI for 
statistical analysis). The remaining 14 genes gave either 
inconsistent results in the survival assay (3 out of 14 
clones) or insignificant or negative lifespan extension, 
compared to control animals. Of note, most of the genes 
that did not extend lifespan also didn’t produce clearly 
distinct mild and strong phenotypes (Supplementary 
Table SII). For the purpose of this study, we decided to 
follow up on the 8 clones satisfying two criteria: 1) 
giving consistent results on survival analysis, in 3 
independent replicas (or a high % increase even if only 
two replicas where carried out, tag-316), and 2) 
exhibiting clear reproducible phenotypic effects (mild 
vs strong). To increase the sample size, we included 
additional mitochondrial dsRNA clones from previous 
studies adhering to these criteria (i.e., nuo-2, isp-1, atp-
3, cco-1) [13, 14]. 
 
In the attempt to identify early larval changes in a 
mitochondrial respiration-associated parameter that 
specifically correlate with lifespan extension, we used 
the Seahorse Bioscience Flux Analyzer [15], after 
optimizing the protocols for nematodes at the L3 larval 
stage. To this end, synchronized wild-type (N2) worms 
were grown at 20°C on bacteria expressing dsRNA 
against different genes of interest (tag-316, F53F4.10, 
T20H4.5, nuo-1, tag-61, atp-3, isp-1, cco-1, nuo-2, nuo-
5, lpd-5 and spg-7), and mitochondrial respiration from 
these animals was compared with stage-matched, 
control animals (fed empty-vector transformed 
bacteria). We observed differentially altered 
mitochondrial profiles among the different RNAi 
treated nematodes, and could not identify a unifying 
trend in the alteration of the different respiratory 
parameters (i.e., no parameter was systematically only 
increased or decreased in all cases; Figure S2). 
Moreover, mild mitochondrial stress did not 
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significantly affect either mitochondrial DNA 
abundance (Figure S3a) or mitochondrial DNA damage 
in a subset of the clones under study (Figure S3b). 

Nonetheless, interestingly, when we looked at the 
possibility that mitochondrial bioenergetics-associated 
parameters during development correlate with lifespan 

 
 

Figure 1. Lifespan is extended upon mild suppression of different mitochondrial proteins. Kaplan-Meier survival curves of 
wild-type animals fed bacteria transformed with empty vector pL4440 (con) or with pL4440 vector expressing dsRNA targeting the 
indicated mitochondrial proteins. Mild suppression of the mitochondrial proteins is achieved in the parental generation of animals 
using undiluted (a-i) or diluted (j-m) RNAi. % mean lifespan increase compared to control is shown next to the corresponding curve. 
An average of 60 animals per condition was used in each replica and survival curves of pooled population of animals coming from two 
to four independent replicas are shown. Refer to Supplementary Table SI for a complete statistical analysis of the lifespan assays. 
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extension, thus possibly being exploitable as predictor 
of life expectancy, we found a very strong positive 
relationship between lifespan changes (% increase 
compared to control animals) and basal OCR (Pearson 
correlation coefficient R=0.81, with R2=0.65 and a p-
value=0.00078) (Figure 2a). Plotting the lifespan 
change against ATP-linked OCR similarly gave very 
strong positive correlation (R=0.80 with R2=0.63 and a 
p-value=0.00102) (Figure 2b). All other comparisons 
showed a negligible relationship (R2 ≤0.05 for lifespan 
vs spare respiratory capacity or SRC, non-mitochondrial 
OCR, and proton leak, and p-values = 0.47, 0.61, and 
0.97, respectively) (Figures 2c-d and S3c). When we 
carried out statistical correlation analysis calculating 
Spearman’s correlation instead of Pearson correlation 
coefficients, the results were very similar (lifespan 
change against basal OCR R=0.71, with p-
value=0.0065, lifespan change against ATP-linked OCR 

R=0.60 with a p-value=0.0301), demonstrating that the 
outliers are not substantially affecting the results.  
 
The Bioenergetic Health Index (BHI) is a single value 
that can be calculated from the different mitochondrial 
parameters obtained from the Seahorse XF Extracellular 
Flux Analyzer, using the equation proposed in Chacko 
et al. [16]. This parameter has been proposed to 
represent a composite mitochondrial profile indicating 
the health status for a selected cell type [16], and was 
suggested as a functional biomarker for oxidative stress 
in patients with metabolic disorders [17]. We used the 
respiration parameters shown in Figure S2 to calculate 
the BHIs for all the mild RNAi treatments (Figure S3d). 
When we plotted these values against the lifespan 
changes, we found a strong positive correlation 
(Pearson correlation coefficient of R=0.59, with 
R2=0.35 and a p-value=0.0338) (Figure 3a). We next 

 
 
Figure 2. Correlation between mitochondrial respiration and healthspan parameters. (a-d) Correlation plots are shown 
between % increase in mean lifespan and basal OCR (a), ATP-linked OCR (b), spare capacity or SRC (c), and non-mitochondrial OCR 
(d). Each dot indicates an average value obtained from independent experiments with variable populations for each condition. For 
lifespan experiments, an average of 60 animals per condition per replica was used (in two to four independent replicates), while for 
Seahorse experiments an average of 1500 animals per condition per replica was assessed (at least 4 independent replicates per clone 
were carried out). Refer to Supplementary Table SI for data used to generate these panels.  
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wondered whether the BHI could provide any 
meaningful information regarding the health status of 
the worms in response to different degrees of 
mitochondrial stress. To test this hypothesis, we 
selected three genes (spg-7, nuo-5 and lpd-5) whose 
mild silencing extends lifespan, while severe silencing 
leads to long-lived but developmentally-arrested 
animals (Figure S1 and S4). We found that while mild 
suppression of spg-7, nuo-5 and lpd-5 (and of the other 
clones under study) never reduced the BHI by more 

than 25% (Figure 3b and S3d), their strong suppression 
decreased it by up to 85% compared to wild type 
(Figure 3c). Of note, this also correlates with the 
severity of the RNAi-induced phenotype, with mild spg-
7 RNAi leading to small and pale but fertile animals, 
which live longer and have a BHI reduction of 25% 
compared to wild-type. On the other hand, the strong 
treatment induced developmental arrest as extremely 
small and sick L2/L3 larvae, and a BHI decrease of 
85% compared to controls. Thus, at least in the case of 
these mitochondrial proteins, the BHI as weighted in 
this work represents an excellent predictor of animal 
health in response to mitochondrial stress. Although 
SRC did not strongly correlate with lifespan extension, 
we assigned the most weight to SRC and ATP-linked 
OCR (2 and 3 respectively), because we think these are 
the most relevant parameters that matter for health and 
lifespan. Indeed, we reason that SRC reflects the ability 
to respond to stress with increased energy production, 
and ATP-linked OCR reflects the baseline consumption 
of oxygen, analogous to a “rate of living” perspective of 
aging. We initially assigned the lowest value to non-
mitochondrial OCR and proton leak because their 
relevance to lifespan is unclear, and these two 
parameters showed the greatest variance among the 
different replicates. However, one could argue that 
proton leak is, in fact, relevant to lifespan, given its 
potential role in altering ROS production. Contradictory 
results have been obtained for the relationship between 
proton leak and ROS generation [40-44], complicating 
predictions about its possible relevance in life- and 
health-span determination. Thus, in order to empirically 
test whether giving proton leak more weight would alter 
our results, we also determined the BHI giving a weight 
of 2 to this parameter. This change (Figure S5) did not 
substantially alter the correlation of BHI with lifespan, 
but further reduced the values obtained for BHI upon 
severe RNAi, thus supporting a role for proton leak in 
determining health-span rather than lifespan. 
 
A closer analysis of mitochondrial respiration in the 
spg-7 knockdown L3 larvae revealed that basal OCR, 
maximal OCR, ATP-linked OCR and SRC are all 
slightly reduced in the long-lived spg-7 mild RNAi-
treated animals, but are much more significantly 
reduced in the arrested, sick animals resulting from 
strong spg-7 suppression (Figure S6a-d). Proton leak is 
not altered upon mild suppression, but greatly increased 
upon strong suppression (Figure S6e), and non-
mitochondrial OCR is never altered (Figure S6f). 
Collectively, these results suggest that the functional 
impacts of the lifespan-extending mitochondrial 
inhibitions are quite mild, indicating a certain metabolic 
flexibility is required to promote pro-longevity cellular 
reprogramming, while stronger functional impacts, as 
expected, are deleterious.  

 
 

Figure 3. Bioenergetic Health Index (BHI) calculation 
and correlation with lifespan extension. BHI either (a) 
plotted against % increase in mean lifespan for all tested RNAi; 
or (b) calculated for mild (parental generation) and (c) strong 
(first generation) RNAi-mediated suppression of nuo-5, lpd-5 
and spg-7. % decrease of BHI compared to control is shown on 
the corresponding bar.  
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DISCUSSION 
 
In summary, we showed for the first time that 
alterations in basal and ATP-linked OCR (but not other 
specific mitochondrial parameters), in the critical third 
larval developmental stage, represent a potential 
predictor of lifespan extension in response to 
mitochondrial stress, and that these changes most likely 
precede pro-longevity reprogramming processes (Figure 
4). Although changes in basal and ATP-linked OCR 
may simply correlate with lifespan extension, due to the 
observed very strong correlation, it is instead likely that 
these may promote metabolic, genetic and epigenetic 
reprogramming later in life [18-20], which are, in fact, 
causally involved in longevity specification. Thus, as 
opposed to the metabolic inflexibility associated with 
cellular senescence [21, 22] and the detrimental effects 
observed across species at the cellular and organismal 
level upon severe mitochondrial dysfunction [23], mild 
mitochondrial stress leads to less profound alteration of 
mitochondrial functional parameters. In C. elegans, this 
appears to be associated with a certain degree of 
metabolic flexibility (possibly captured by the BHI), 
promoting anti-aging effects. Of note, evidence that 
partial reduction of mitochondrial function promotes 
healthy aging has also been collected in mammals. For 

instance, similar to the pro-longevity effect of clk-1 
mutants observed in C. elegans, hemizygous knockout 
of mouse clk1 (Mclk1) extended mice lifespan, and 
mclk1-/- embryonic stem cells displayed decreased 
ROS levels, ROS sensitivity, and ROS-induced 
damage [24]. Furthermore, genetic- or 
pharmacological-induced suppression of 
mitochondrial ribosomal subunits, with consequent 
mito-nuclear protein imbalance and activation of the 
mtUPR, was identified as a pro-longevity mechanism 
conserved in both C. elegans and mice [7]. Most 
notably, contrary to expectation, mice carrying a 
homozygous knockout of the cytochrome c assembly 
factor (Surf1) - a gene in which mutations cause Leigh 
syndrome - displayed significantly prolonged lifespan 
and enhanced memory, and were protected against 
Ca2+-dependent neurodegeneration [25, 26]. It is 
therefore plausible that correlation studies may help 
identify mitochondrial parameters that would serve as 
early predictors of health-span in mammals. While no 
correlation between human vitality and mitochondrial 
respiratory parameters in peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells could be identified [27], looking at 
a systemic level or at cells/tissues strongly relying on 
mitochondrial metabolism may produce more 
compelling results.  

 
 

Figure 4. Basal OCR and ATP-linked OCR measured during development positively correlate with lifespan extension in 
C. elegans mitochondrial mutants. Larval development is a critical stage for pro-longevity reprogramming upon mitochondrial 
stress in C. elegans. Basal and ATP-linked Oxygen Consumption Rate, assessed at third larval stage (a) very strongly correlate with 
lifespan extension in long-lived RNAi-derived Mit mutants (b), representing a potential predictor of lifespan extension in response to 
mitochondrial stress. 
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The combination of multiple mitochondrial 
bioenergetics parameters into the BHI may especially 
serve this purpose, since it could, in fact, capture the 
metabolic flexibility of a cell under energy demand. 
Although this novel tool is not yet well validated, the 
BHI has been suggested as an indicator of cellular 
health in patients with metabolic disorders [16, 17]. It 
has also been proposed as potential biomarker for 
changes in brain mitochondrial metabolism to be 
exploited as a screening tool to assess the risk of 
developing neurodegenerative diseases [28]. The BHI is 
calculated by assigning a specific weight to the different 
bioenergetics parameters based on their relative 
biological significance or pathological relevance (e.g., 
different weight may be assigned in different cell types) 
[16, 17]. Here we adapted it to our system by weighting 
the different mitochondrial parameters based on the data 
we collected with the Seahorse and our assessment of 
their potential significance in the adaptive 
mitochondrial stress responses, and we proposed the 
BHI as a possible strong and reliable early indicator of 
animal health-span. Recently the BHI of single worms 
during aging was also calculated, and it was shown to 
reach its maximum in 4-day old worms and then decline 
[29]. The authors proposed to use the BHI as a dynamic 
index to show the status of the bioenergetic health of C. 
elegans during growth and aging processes. It will be 
interesting to verify whether alteration of the BHI can 
indeed be exploited as a proxy indicator of individual 
health and lifespan in response to different genetic or 
extrinsic perturbations.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
C. elegans strains and maintenance 
 
We employed standard nematode culture conditions 
[30]. All nematodes were maintained at 20°C on 
Nematode Growth Media agar supplemented 
with Escherichia coli (OP50 or transformed HT115). 
Only the wild-type strain N2 was employed in this 
work; it was provided by the Caenorhabditis Genetics 
Center (CGC). 
 
RNAi feeding 
 
The following dsRNA transformed bacteria for feeding 
were derived from the Ahringer C. elegans RNAi 
library [31] and sequence verified: nuo-1 (C09H10.3), 
T20H4.5, F53F4.10, cco-1 (F26E4.9), nuo-5 
(Y45G12B.1), nuo-2 (T10E9.7), spg-7 (Y47G6A.10), 
lpd-5 (ZK973.10) tag-316 (T01B11.4), tag-61 
(T27E9.1), atp-3 (F27C1.7), sco-1 (C01F1.2), sod-1 
(C15F1.7), cox-10 (Y46G5A.2),  fum-1 (H14A12.2), 
aco-2, (F54H12.1), ymel-1 (M03C11.5), drp-1 
(T12E12.4), ogdh-1 (T22B11.5) , hmgs-1 (F25B4.6), 

fis-2 (F13B9.8), sdha-1(C03G5.1), aldo-2 (F01F1.12), 
dlst-1(W02F12.5), dlat-1 (F23B12.5). Feeding RNAi 
constructs against isp-1 were generated as previously 
described [6, 32]. Density of transformed HT115 
bacteria was normalized to an OD600=0.9 before being 
used to seed RNAi plates (NGM/IPTG/Ampicillin/ 
Tetracycline) for all clones; however, nuo-1, cco-1, 
nuo-5, nuo-2, spg-7, lpd-5, tag-61, atp-3, cco-1 and isp-
1 clones were diluted 1:10 (or 1:50 when indicated) 
with empty vector pL4440-expressing bacteria (also 
normalized to OD600=0.9) as previously described [6]. 
Briefly, most of the clones screened showed a "mild" 
phenotype when the parental generation was grown on 
undiluted bacteria (OD600=0.9), and a "strong" 
phenotype in the second generation. Some clones 
instead showed a "strong" phenotype in the parental 
generation, and in these cases the animals were fed with 
a diluted dsRNA-expressing bacterial clone to obtain a 
"mild" phenotype. 
 
Lifespan assay 
 
Lifespan and statistical survival analysis were 
performed as previously described [13] using 
synchronous populations of at least 60 animals per 
strain. Survival analysis started from hatching and was 
carried out at 20°C. Animals were scored as dead or 
alive and transferred every day onto fresh plates during 
the fertile period, and then every other day or every 3 
days until death. Worms were considered dead when 
they stop pharyngeal pumping and responding to touch. 
Worms that died because of internal bagging, 
desiccation due to crawling on the edge of the plates, or 
gonad extrusion were scored as censored. These animals 
were included in lifespan analyses up to the point of 
censorship and were weighted by half in the statistical 
analysis. We calculated mean lifespan, standard 
deviation of the mean, and P value (Mantel-Cox 
regression analysis) from Kaplan-Meyer survival curves 
of pooled population of animals coming from at least 
two independent replicates. For statistical analysis we 
used the Online Application for Survival analysis 
OASIS 2 [33]. See Table S1 for a summary of lifespan 
data. 
 
Measurement of C. elegans mitochondrial functional 
parameters 
 
The fundamental parameters of mitochondrial 
respiratory chain, including basal oxygen consumption 
rate (OCR), maximal respiratory capacity, SRC, ATP 
coupled OCR, proton leak, and non-mitochondrial OCR 
were assessed with pharmacological inhibitors of the 
electron transport chain (ETC) using the Seahorse 
XFe24 Extracellular Flux Analyzer (XFe; Seahorse 
Bioscience, Massachusetts, USA) according to Luz et 
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al. [15, 34], except that we used the 24-well Seahorse 
XF24 V7 PS Cell Culture microplates, instead of islet 
plates. Briefly, synchronized wild-type (N2) embryos 
were obtained by sodium hydroxide bleach treatment of 
gravid adults [35], added to RNAi plates containing 
bacteria expressing dsRNA against the genes of interest, 
and grown at 20°C until the L3 larval stage (38-41h). 
We chose this stage, as the “strong” treatment with 
RNAi against some of the mitochondrial proteins under 
study (e.g., nuo-5, lpd-5 and spg-7) lead to arrest animal 
development at L2/L3 larval stage. Animals submitted 
to the “mild” RNAi treatment were grown in RNAi 
plates for one generation, whereas for the “strong” 
RNAi treatment, they were grown for two consecutive 
generations. Mitochondrial parameters from these 
animals were compared with stage-matched animals 
grown on bacteria expressing the empty vector pL4440. 
Worms were rinsed off the RNAi plates, washed, placed 
at 20 °C on a rocker for 20 minutes to allow them to 
clear their guts of bacteria, washed once more, and then 
resuspended in unbuffered EPA water [15]. Following, 
animals were counted and 250 nematodes were pipetted 
into each well. The final volume of each well was 
brought to 525 μl with unbuffered EPA water. Two 
wells per assay were filled with EPA water without 
worms and used as blanks. The inhibition of ATP 
synthase by Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCCD) 
provided a measure of the amount of oxygen 
consumption coupled to ATP production (ATP-linked 
OCR). Uncoupling ATP production from oxygen 
consumption with carbonyl cyanide 4-
(trifluoromethoxy) phenylhydrazone (FCCP) provided a 
measure of maximal respiratory capacity. By 
subtracting from this value the basal OCR we calculated 
the SRC, an indication of an organism’s ability to 
respond to increased energy demands. Finally, OCR 
after injecting the cytochrome c oxidase inhibitor 
sodium azide (NaAz) provided a measure of non-
mitochondrial respiration, and by subtracting the azide 
response from the DCCD-inhibited OCR we calculated 
proton leak. 75 μL of each drug were loaded into the 
designated injection ports of the seahorse cartridge. The 
final solution concentrations after injection of each drug 
was the following: 20 μM DCCD (1% DMSO), 25 μM 
FCCP (2% DMSO), and 10 mM azide. Two runs were 
performed per day with worms harvested from RNAi 
plates at 38h for the first run and at 41h for the second 
run. In both runs wells from half of the plate received 
injections of DCCD followed by NaAz, and the other 
half received FCCP injections only. Basal OCR 
measurements were always performed before the 
injection of the mitochondrial inhibitors. OCR values 
were normalized to the actual number of worms in each 
well and the values obtained were again normalized to 
the protein content per worm measured with a BCA 
protein assay of a subset of the same worms used for 

OCR measurement. ~2000 nematodes were sonicated 
for each condition (for a detailed worm protein 
measurement protocol see Luz et al. 2015).  
 
Statistical analysis of mitochondrial functional 
parameters 
 
Seahorse experiments were repeated at least four 
times. Between 4 and 6 wells per 24-well plate were 
used for each RNAi treatment in each replicate. 
Because of the variability of the OCR measurements 
among plates, each parameter for each RNAi treatment 
was normalized as fold change compared to the control 
(i.e., OCR for empty vector pL4440 was set to one) in 
each plate. The fold changes of all single experiments 
were then pooled together. For each respiration 
parameter, a mean value for the control (pL4440) was 
then calculated by averaging the actual values of 
controls from every plate. The fold changes of each 
clone were finally divided by these control means to 
obtain the Seahorse parameters reported in Table SI (in 
nmol O2/min/mg protein). Every mitochondrial 
parameter was initially assessed with a one-way 
ANOVA. A post-hoc analysis of between-group 
differences using the Student’s t-test was carried out 
when justified by significant effects observed in the 
one-way ANOVA. 
 
Analysis of mitochondrial DNA copy number and 
mitochondrial DNA damage 
 
Synchronized wild-type (N2) worms were grown at 
20°C on bacteria expressing dsRNA against the genes 
of interest. nDNA and mtDNA copy numbers from 
these animals were compared with stage-matched 
animals fed bacteria expressing the empty vector 
pL4440. Six worms were picked and pooled in a single 
tube per biological replicate, and three biological 
replicates were taken per treatment in three 
experiments separated in time. mtDNA damage was 
evaluated in nuo-5, lpd-5 and spg-7 knockdown worms 
using a quantitative PCR (qPCR)-based method as 
previously described [36]. This assay defines the 
control samples as undamaged and determines a lesion 
frequency in experimental samples based on any 
decrease in amplification efficiency relative to the 
control samples [37]. One nuclear genome target (9.3 
kb) and one mitochondrial genome target (10.9 kb) 
were amplified. The DNA damage assay is able to 
quantitatively measure the number of polymerase-
stalling lesions based on the amount of amplification 
obtained from the qPCR. To calculate DNA copy 
number we utilized a qPCR assay in which the sample 
cycle thresholds are compared to a standard [38, 39]. 
This method is particularly advantageous because the 
actual number of genome copies can be calculated.  
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Calculation of p values for the Pearson correlation 
coefficient r  
 
A web-based calculator was used to obtain p values 
(http://www.socscistatistics.com/) for correlations in 
this study.  
 
Calculation of Bioenergetic Health Index 
 
The Bioenergetic Health Index (BHI) was calculated 
based on the formula below: 
 
BHI =  𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (spare capacity)^a x (ATP−linked OCR)^b

(non−mitochondrial OCR)^c x (proton leak)^d
 

 
Modifying the terms a, b, c, d in the equation one can 
attribute different weight to the different respiratory 
parameters. We used the values a=2, b=3, c=1, d=1 or 2 
for our calculations.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
 
 

Supplementary Table SI. Summary and statistical analysis of survival assays and Seahorse experiments. 

      Seahorse Parameters (nmol O2 /min/ mg protein) ^  

Gene/ 
RNAi 
clone 
 

RNAi 
mild 
power 

Lifespan 
change (%)a 

P-value 
vs 
controlb 

Sample 
size/ 
n trials 
(censored) 

Basal 
OCR  

ATP-
Linke
d 
OCR  

Proton 
Leak 

Maximal 
OCR 

Spare 
Capacity 

Non-
mitochondrial 
OCR 

Sample size/ 
n trials 

pL4440     36.1 16 10.0 102.9 61.4 11.7 ~20000/6  

T20H4.5 undiluted +30.96 < 0.0001 250/3 (26) 36.6 21.9 9.8 98.8 53.7 9.8 ~6000/4 

tag-316 undiluted +25.1 < 0.0001 125/2 (21) 39.8 21.7 9.3 103.5 56.5 11.6 ~6000/4 

F53F4.10 undiluted +14.7 < 0.0001 320/4 (67) 30.8 19.0 12.5 129.6 62.3 10.5 ~6000/4 

nuo-5 undiluted +20.2 < 0.0001 200/3 (49) 25.2 10.5 7.4 82.8 40.6 7.4 ~6000/4 

lpd-5 undiluted +5.6 < 0.0001 220/3 (48) 32.2 12.7 12.4 107.6 57.7 10.7 ~6000/4 

spg-7 undiluted +19.7 < 0.0001 230/3 (30) 31.2 11.8 12.3 96.9 30.9 19.5 ~6000/4 

nuo-1 diluted* +31.8 < 0.0001 200/3 (21) 43.2 27.0 8.0 99.7 54.5 15.0 ~6000/4 

tag-61 diluted* +21.4 < 0.0001 250/3 (19) 33.5 20.8 8.1 73.1 33.5 8.4 ~6000/4 

atp-3 diluted* +79.24 
(Ventura et 
al., 2009) 

  66.8 60.7 12.2 117.2 45.2 11.0 ~6000/4 

cco-1 diluted* +53.5 
(Ventura et 
al., 2009) 

  40 19.3 9.1 98.6 54.0 15.6 ~6000/4 

isp-1 diluted* +86.8 
(Ventura et 
al., 2009) 

  33.1 18.5 10.6 80.5 41.6 6.5 ~6000/4 

nuo-2 diluted* +34.3 
(Maglioni et 
al, 2014) 

  33.6 14.9 7.8 83.8 47.4 16.4 ~6000/4 

spg-7 diluted* +22.4 < 0.0001 230/3 (25) ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

hmg-5 undiluted +9.29 0.0005 135/2 (34) ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

pdr-1 diluted* +15.3 < 0.0001 135/2 (33) ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

tag-61 undiluted +12.1 < 0.0001 120/2 (17) ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

eat-3 undiluted +16.99 < 0.0001 120/2 (21) ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

a % increase normalized mean lifespan compared to control; b Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, Log-rank test against control. 
* Diluted RNAi is always 1:10 with empty vector pL4440 expressing bacteria, except for pdr-1 where is 1:50. 
ND not determined.  
^For Seahorse measurement and analysis see Experimental Procedure. 
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Supplementary Table SII. List of clones not selected for further analysis. 

Gene/ 
RNAi 
clone 

RNAi 
power 

Lifespan 
change 
(%)a 

P value 
vs 
controlb 

Sample 
size/ 
n trials 

sco-1# undiluted
* 

+4.38 0.06 240/3 

sod-1# undiluted
* 

- 9.91 < 0.0001 240/3 

cox-10# undiluted
* 

- 7.11 0.01 160/2 

fum-1# undiluted
* 

- 31.15 < 0.0001 160/2 

aco-2 undiluted
* 

- 9.92 0.013 140/2 

ymel-1# undiluted
* 

0 0.8697 150/2 

drp-1# undiluted
* 

-1.69 0.37 140/2 

ogdh-1# undiluted
* 

-2.86 2.89 240/3 

hmgs-1# diluted* -35.49 0 130/2 

fis-2# undiluted
* 

-15.21 0.0002 140/2 

sdha-1# undiluted
* 

-22.99 < 0.0001 120/2 

aldo-2 undiluted
* 

NC NC 120/2 

dlst-1# undiluted
* 

NC NC 240/3 

dlat-1# undiluted
* 

NC NC 180/3 

a % increase normalized mean lifespan compared to control; b Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, Log-rank test against 
control. 
* Diluted RNAi is 1:10 with empty vector pL4440 expressing bacteria. 
# Clones that didn’t produce clearly distinct mild and strong phenotypes. 
NC not consistent results on survival assay. 
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Figure S1. Different degrees of mitochondrial stress lead to different phenotypic readouts in C. elegans. Representative 
pictures of mild and strong phenotypes obtained in our screen of knockdown of mitochondrial proteins. HT115 bacteria expressing 
dsRNA targeting spg-7 were fed to N2 (wild-type) animals in undiluted form, from the time of hatching for one (middle picture, mild) or 
two (right picture, severe) generations. Animals were photographed 4 days after hatching at the same magnification. Scale bar 500 µm. 
Control worms were fed pL4440 (empty vector) expressing bacteria. When spg-7 and tag-61 are diluted 1:10 in the parental 
generation, similar mild phenotypes are obtained.  
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Figure S2. Seahorse measurements of different mitochondrial parameters. (a) Basal OCR, (b) Maximal OCR, (c) ATP-linked 
OCR, (d) Spare Capacity, (e) Proton Leak, and (f) Non-mitochondrial OCR. Refer to Supplementary Table SI and supporting information 
for complete information. 
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Figure S3. Additional mitochondrial analyses. Quantification of (a) mtDNA:nDNA ratio and (b) mtDNA damage normalized to 
control (empty vector pL4440) animals. The differences are not statistically significant. (c) % increase in mean lifespan plotted against 
proton leak in animals with mild suppression of different mitochondrial proteins. Each dot indicates an average value obtained from 
independent experiments with variable population sizes for each condition (for lifespan experiments an average of 60 animals per 
condition per replicate was used; for Seahorse experiment an average of 1500 animals per condition per replicate were employed; see 
Table S1 for details). (d) Bioenergetic Health Index (BHI) calculated for all clones under study (mild RNAi).  
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Figure S4. Lifespan is extended upon mild and strong suppression of three mitochondrial proteins. Kaplan-Meier survival 
curves of wild-type animals fed bacteria transformed with empty vector pL4440 (con) or with pL4440 vector expressing dsRNA targeting 
the indicated mitochondrial proteins. (a) nuo-5, (b) lpd-5, (c) spg-7. Mild suppression of the mitochondrial proteins is achieved in the 
parental (P0) generation of animals using undiluted RNAi, and strong suppression is observed in the second generation (F1). For all 
three clones the F1 animals arrest as L3 larvae and are therefore infertile. An average of 60 animals per condition was used in each 
replica and survival curves of pooled populations of animals coming from three independent replicas are shown.  
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Figure S5. Alternative BHI calculation weighting proton leak more heavily. (a-b) Bioenergetic Health Index (BHI) using the 
alternative equation: BHI = log[(spare capacity)^2 x (ATP-linked OCR)^3]/[(non-mitochondrial OCR)^1 x (proton leak)^2], calculated for 
mild (a) and strong (b) RNAi-mediated suppression of nuo-5, lpd-5 and spg-7. (c) % decrease of BHI compared to control is shown on 
the corresponding bar. BHI using the alternative equation calculated for all clones under study (mild RNAi). (d) Correlation plot between 
% increase in mean lifespan and BHIs (calculated with the alternative equation) in animals with mild suppression of different 
mitochondrial proteins. 
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Figure S6. Mitochondrial respiratory parameters upon mild and strong suppression of spg-7. Comparison of respiratory 
parameters upon spg-7 RNAi (mild and strong), normalized to the respective controls (stage-matched animals treated with empty 
vector pL4440). (a) Basal OCR, (b) maximal OCR, (c) ATP-linked OCR, (d) spare respiratory capacity, (e) proton leak and (f) non-
mitochondrial OCR. 
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